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Behaviorist observation check-list consists of 10 observation areas that are broken down into 34 smaller 

observation bullet points: 

Observation Check boxes 

 Learning occurs Learning does not occur 

 
Strongly 

agree 
Agree Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

1. The learning environment is engaging and 

conducive to learning 

a. learners are focused on the tasks and 

activities that are provided 

b. learners are comfortable asking 

clarifying questions from the instructor 

c. learners are not visibly bored (do not 

sleep, do not look into their cellphones, 

d. learners are not involved in activities 

other than learning (do not chat with 

other students, do not fight with desk 

neighbors, do not walk around the 

classroom randomly) 

e. the instructor’s questions, tasks, or 

assignments are stimulating and not 

intimidating 

f. the classroom is comfortable for 

studying (not hot, not cold, no smell, 

good lighting, functional furniture) 

    

2. The objectives for the instruction are 

concrete and measurable 

a. objectives are clearly communicated 

b. objectives indicate tangible things 

c. objectives are inter-related 

    

3. The instructor provides some demonstration 

before asking the learners to perform 

a. the instructor demonstrates material in a 

way that is easy and interesting to follow 

b. the instructor interacts with the audience 

to keep them engaged 

c. the instructor’s focus is on what the 

learners should know and be later able to 

demonstrate rather than on anything that 

is related to the topic 
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4. The material is chunked into pieces 

a. learners study new material in pieces 

b. learners do several assignments on each 

chunk of the material 

    

5. Leaners have many opportunities to practice 

new material 

a. learners are provided with assignments 

in the classroom 

b. learners can access an abundance of 

extra assignments if need be 

c. learners can always return to the source 

materials 

d. the instructor always checks the 

assignments s/he gives to students 

    

6. Reinforcement (candies, stars, score points, 

social praise) is provided for correct answers 

consistently 

a. the instructor allows everybody to get the 

reinforcement equally 

b. the instructor does not reinforce only a 

few learners and ignores others 

c. reinforcement is the same in kind for 

correct answers (if a candy is the 

reinforcement, then a star sticker is not a 

congruent reinforcement) 

d. positive feedback and social praise is the 

same in tone for every learner 

e. non-material reinforcement prevails 

material reinforcement 

    

7. Reinforcement schedules are observed 

carefully 

a. if the instructor uses intermittent 

reinforcements, s/he is consistent 

b. if the instructor uses continual 

reinforcements, s/he is consistent 

    

8. Feedback is provided for incorrect answers 

to everyone in a fair way 

a. feedback is permanent for incorrect 

answers 

b. feedback is benevolent 

c. feedback is stimulating rather than 

intimidating 
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9. Learners are notified of the expected 

behavior before learning experience starts 

a. the instructor has notified learners of the 

expected behavior s/he wants the 

learners to exhibit 

b. the instructor does not think up or 

change his or her expectations about the 

desired behavior from class to class 

    

10. Punishments (reprimands, restitution, 

overcorrection, time-out, suspension, 

response cost) are constructive and 

consistent: 

a. the instructor is unemotional nor agitated 

when using punishment 

b. the reason for the punishment is clearly 

explained and communicated in a quiet 

voice 

c. the instructor uses punishment 

consistently and not from time to time 

d. the instructor never uses derision, 

psychological pressure, physical 

punishment, or extra homework as 

punishment 

    

 


